Dendrimers are synthetic, highly branched polymers with an unusually high density of chromophores. As a result of their extremely high absorption cross-sections for visible light, they represent some of the most promising new materials for energy harvesting. Although the signature of the bonding structure in dendrimers is an essentially fractal geometry, the three-dimensional molecular folding of most higher generation materials results in a chromophore layout that is more obviously akin to concentric spherical shells. The number of chromophores in each shell is a simple function of the distance from the central core. The energy of throughput optical radiation, on capture by any of the chromophores, passes by a multi-step but highly efficient process to the photoactive core. Modeling this crucial migration process presents a number of challenges. It is far from a simple diffusive random walk; each step is subject to an intricate interplay of geometric and spectroscopic features. In this report, the first results of a new approach to the theory is described, developed and adapted from an adjacency matrix formulation. It is shown how this method offers not only kinetic information but also insights into the typical number of steps and the patterns of internal energy flow.
INTRODUCTION
Light-harvesting dendrimers -repeatedly branched polymers supporting a multitude of chromophores -are currently a subject of keen scientific interest, and much effort is being expended on their design, synthesis, and characterization. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Often built around a fluorescent core, successive generations of branches generally have a common structural motif, giving a fractal quality to the polymer. Through internal energy transfer mechanisms that are determined by a complex interplay of structural and spectroscopic features, [12] [13] [14] many such materials can capture and harness the energy of solar radiation with high efficiency, emulating principles that operate in the molecular apparatus of photosynthetic biology. The study of dendrimers has also led to a variety of other applications, e.g. dendrimer-based molecular sensors and nonlinear optical materials. [15] [16] [17] [18] To elicit details of the principles and mechanisms that govern the flow of excitation energy between chromophores, following the capture of optical energy in a dendrimeric system, the methods of quantum electrodynamics have been successfully applied in a number of recent studies, addressing both the optically linear and nonlinear regimes. 19, 20 The main focus of these studies has been the fundamental nature of excitation transfer between one chromophore and another, and identification of the constraints imposed by molecular symmetry and energetics. Not surprisingly there is considerable complexity when such methods are applied to the multi-step transfer routes in dendrimers, and when account is also taken of the host of alternative pathways available, the ensuing results can be very hard to interpret physically.
Bentz and Kozak 7 have recently investigated the flow of energy within dendrimeric materials, modeling a probabilistic transfer of excitation from donors to the core as random and biased walks along the branches. All the branches have been treated as isolated with respect to excitation transfer. While this method allows new insights into several aspects of the process, and it begins to make a connection with experimental measurements -see for example references 21, 22 , it cannot take into account some features that will become physically very significant as the system grows generation by generation. It might be acceptable to model energy flow assuming branches in isolation for up to three generations, but as the generations increase the polymer acquires an increasingly three-dimensional structure 23, 24 ; as it begins to approach spherical symmetry, the interaction between different branches can no longer be ignored.
In seeking to improve on the current modeling of energy flow, any new method should aim to ensure the delivery of answers to key questions such as: what is the mean number of steps taken by the excitation, en route from the site of its initial capture to the core where the associated energy can be utilized? What does the distribution of such path lengths look like? How significant is the 'spectroscopic gradient' -a subtle difference in excited state energies -between successively visited chromophores? Also, does energy hopping within any of the chromophore shells play a significant role? To address these questions, and to provide a theory that is robust enough for significant further development, we here present a new method based on a simple statistical model, informed by the appropriate chemical principles, in which key variables can be values directly relevant to specific dendrimer systems.
METHOD AND RESULT

I. One Generation Case
The simplest type of dendrimer (Fig.1) is a first-generation polymer with just one set of donors, all directly connected to the core. We designate the multiplicity of first-generation donors graph theoretically in terms of a vertex degree ρ . For example in Fig. 1(a) , 3 ρ = indicates that there are three branches connected with the core. Here we assume that all the donors in that generation are the same kind of chromophore. The three-branched dendrimer of Fig. 1(a) is the prototypical representative of a major class of dendrimers, such as 1,3,5-phenylene-based materials. 25 For any such system a simple energy transfer adjacency matrix can be set up; 
where r and m designate energy storage in the donor and acceptor core respectively, f signifies energy transfer forward or backward between the donors, and a means the core obtains the energy from one of the donors. In this matrix, each complete row represents a probability that one particular chromophore can do something to other chromophores; for example, the first row signifies that the donor D 1 retains the energy in itself, or transfers its energy to other donors, or to the core. Thus for each of the three donor rows, we have the relation 2 1 r f a + + = , expressing energy conservation. In the bottom row, we allow m to differ from unity in order to reflect the losses that begin to occur following excitation of the core. Similarly, each column represents the actions of the donors and the acceptor on a single chromophore, e.g. the first column shows that the donors and acceptor can transfer energy back to D 1 . Here we assume that energy transfer from the core back to any of the donors is negligible on account of the spectroscopic gradient (Fig. 2) . 26, 27 Allowing for the possibility of energy transfer between donors in the same generation is an important feature of our model. Although D rn A Figure 2 : Directing influence of a spectroscopic gradient on resonance energy transfer from D to A. Dotted lines indicate the range of vibrational energy levels that give rise to the emission and absorption profiles. The strong overlap of the donor emission and acceptor absorption spectra (shaded area in the upper graph) indicates that energy transfer is favorable. After the transfer, internal vibrational relaxation (IVR) in the acceptor shifts its emission spectrum to a slightly lower frequency than its absorption counterpart. As the donor absorption profile has a slightly higher frequency than its emission spectrum (again due to IVR), back-transfer from A to D is inhibited by the much smaller overlap of their respective emission and absorption profiles (lower graph). The acceptor is extremely unlikely to transfer energy back to the donor, due to the reduced spectral overlap the different donors are not chemically bonded, they can undergo Förster energy transfer between themselves even if the associated rate is small. Such effects will generally grow in significance with the multiplicity ρ; using the same method, we can readily obtain the matrices for molecules with four, five, or more branches.
To interrogate the flow of energy following initial excitation, we consider repeated operations of the matrix (1) on a an initial state vector signifying that one of the donors has been excited:
Again taking in Fig. 1(a) as an example, operating with matrix (1) on the row matrix (2) generates the result;
The last element in this row matrix shows the proportion of the excitation transferred to the core after one iteration, which we can denote as;
Similarly, we can also implement a second iteration, a third, and in general the n th by using the method above. For the three-branched dendrimer the proportion of the excitation that transfers in the n th step, is thus:
Thus we secure the following result for the proportion of excitation that has transferred to the core, after the n th step;
( )
The above result is in fact generally applicable to first generation dendrimers of threefold or higher symmetry. To illustrate its application it is expedient to simplify the case, assuming 2 r f m + = (this condition is physically reasonable, although here we use it purely for convenience). Eqn (5) now takes its simplest form; 1 n n P a n m
We illustrate the behavior in the figures below, taking m = 0.9. Fig. 3 shows the proportion of excitation as a function of the iteration count; from the graph we observe that the energy transfer becomes most effective at around n = 9, 10. The full development of energy transfer is exhibited in Fig. 4 , based on:
From the latter graph we observe that after about 65 to 70 steps the energy transfer essentially reaches completion, and the system becomes energetically stable. 
II. Two-Generation Case
We now develop theory for two-generation dendrimers, taking molecule (a) of Fig. 1 as an example. Every donor of the first generation extends two new branches forming the second generation (Fig.5) . The chromophores of the new generation could be chemically identical to those in the first generation, but we shall allow them to be different for the sake of generality. Using a method similar to the case described above, it is apparent that the transfer process must now be described by a 10 10 × transfer matrix, equation (9) . 
where f ′ signifies excitation transfer from the peripheral generation to the inner generation, while f ′′ denotes transfer back to the outer generation from the inner; r ′ represents excitation retained by the inner generation and d the case of excitation transfer between first generation chromophores; all other terms are as defined previously. In the above matrix, it is only possible for transfer to occur between peripheral donors when they are nearest neighbors (O 1 with O 2 , O 3 with O 4 , O 5 with O 6 ); other inter-donor transfers are negligible because of the much larger associated distances. 28, 29 Continuing, the row matrix for the initial excitation is:
For simplification, we now assume that because of the orientation of the chromophores, only the transfer of excitation between adjacent layers is allowed. Physically, one can argue that transfer from inside layer to outside layer is forbidden because of the spectral overlap; also we ignore transfer between chromophores of the same generation, that is, all the f, f ′′, and d elements in matrix (9) are equated to zero; f ′ elements are then relabeled as f. Since the calculations of the above matrices are quite complicated, we now utilize a block matrix method here to make it easier. The simplified matrix then becomes; 0
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where the individual block matrices in Eqn (11) 
Then the initial matrix also changes to;
Doing the calculation, we know that for the first iteration of the step transfer, there is no excitation flow into the core. The excitation begins to flow into the core from the second step. We therefore denote the second iteration as the first step in our calculation. Using the same method with which we obtained the general form for the one-generation case, we can obtain the following general form for the two-generation case;
Similarly, the total excitation transferred into the core we obtain;
Finally, we note that by setting r r m ′ = = , calculation delivers the following result;
The resulting transfer graphs are shown in Figs 6 and 7. From Fig. 6 , we observe that the highest probability of transfer happens at the 18 th or the 19 th step (which, considering the first transfer to the core is zero, means that the final result should represent the 19 th or the 20 th step). Similarly, the total excitation transferred in two-generation case, illustrated in Fig. 7 , shows that we can expect to find that the transfer approaches completion after about 106 steps. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this paper we have introduced a new theoretical model for the study of excitation energy flow within dendrimeric molecules, following photoexcitation. Compared to existing theories our model strikes out in a new direction, casting the flow of excitation using a simple statistical model. Here exemplified by simple low-generation molecules, the model is robust, and it is one that is applicable to systems of arbitrarily high symmetry and generation number. It is a method that can be developed with direct reference to significant chemical and physical features, such as bonding, spectral overlap, transfer distance etc; it can also deliver quantitative results based on the input of spectroscopic and structural data. At a later stage in the analytical development our quantum electrodynamical calculations will supply such details in generic form.
Before concluding it is reasonable to enquire whether any information is lost by dealing, as we do, with populations rather than quantum amplitudes. The proximity matrix approach is certainly amenable to a formulation in terms of the latter, at the price of considerably greater complexity. A related question is whether, given systems with a multiplicity of chemically equivalent chromophores, excitonic delocalization can be expected to lead to significant departures from the behavior predicted on the basis of localized channels for excitation migration. Similar questions have been rife in past debates over the precise mechanisms of energy transfer in photosynthetic systems. Here we note that even if donor lifetimes allow, the formation of symmetry-adapted exciton states will not at all influence the form of results unless there is sufficient splitting of degeneracy for individual exciton components to be separately and identifiably populated by the initial excitation -then, of course, a quantum amplitude approach ought to be employed to properly model the ensuing kinetics. However, since that experimental situation is exceptional, our method is generally valid.
We also note that symmetry-based equivalences between chromophores, a basic requirement for exciton formation, are less and less common as the dendrimer generations increase and three-dimensional folding commences. Moreover, as the number of generations grows for example to five generations, then with the onset of folding into almost spherical structures, it becomes necessary to allow for excitation transfer between the numerous peripheral donors in different branches. Again, attention should be given to a representation of fluorescence losses from the system, since these may be expected to become significant when a large number of transfer steps takes place. All such effects are readily accommodated in our own model, and they are features that we plan to explore in future work. Although the present report addresses only one-and two-generation models, we are working towards higher generation cases. Meanwhile, we are also putting quantum electrodynamical and spectral overlap factors into our transfer matrices to do some more detailed modeling.
To conclude: in this preliminary study we have shown for both one-and two-generation dendrimers that the key kinetic features of donor decay and acceptor excitation are faithfully represented by graphical output from our model calculations based on transfer matrices. The method generates results that are directly applicable to various types of artificial photosystem; they are also indicative of features that can be anticipated in more highly symmetric bacterial photosynthetic arrays. The presented results are mimetic of the overall kinetics of excitation transfer from the periphery to the core; in this sense each iteration represents a small and finite but abstract element of time. Clearly a registration with future experimental measurements will give a more clearly defined meaning to the elementary time interval.
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